
getting noticed, making an 
impact, being remembered... 
stressballs make these things happen! 

inside: discover how 
stressballs can work 
for your campaign!

inside: see the 
best ideas for 
shapes and prints...

inside: see how you can 
make yourself different to 
your competitors.



if you’ve got a new business to advertise or a new product to talk about then you’ll want to make an inStant impression to 
get noticed. brightly coloured, squeezy branded stress shapes do exactly that!

Uk manufactured stressballs are the only slow release foam stress products available anywhere in the world. this is what 
gives them a quality feel, staying on your clients’ desks long after you’ve introduced yourself, giving you and your business 
maximum exposure.

StreSSballS punch 
yoUr message home!

make an impression!

3 possible print areas!

the universal 
smartphone holder. 

Communicate your marketing 
message using a high 
impact, tactile stressball.“ “g
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1 talk to your business gift supplier to get Samples of the Uk made Stressballs.



case study: ‘liver better life’ campaign 

raising awareness is an intrinsic part of public health, discovering new and 
unique methods to help educate on health issues are vital to an effective 
campaign. health organisations and charities have found this “damaged” 
liver to be a useful tool to demonstrate the dangers and effects of alcohol 
misuse. this squeezy liver has a smooth ‘healthy’ side which is printed 
with your strong message, the other side appears rough and discoloured 
to show the ‘unhealthy’ effects. other health related campaigns where 
stress products have been used include lung & heart disease, breast & 
prostate cancer, drugs and healthy living... call us for more ideas on 
how to use stressballs as part of your campaign.

how they USed stressballs

all our stressballs are guaranteed free from 
the harmful chemicals which are banned in all 
european manufacturing. 

Some products shown in this brochure have been specially made for the customer and cannot be sold on.
to see how a bespoke shape can work for your campaign, go to page 5.  

for yoUr Complete 
peace of mind...

Stressballs help your sales 
staff response rate – these 
vibrant shapes provide a fun 
and relaxed talking point.
“ “
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why are stressballs 
So good at making your 
business stand out from the rest?

bright ideas...

a pen is a nice, gentle way to help with brand awareness, but if you want to make a big statement and stand out from your 
competition, a stressball printed with your corporate message or branding, is the strongest way to achieve an instant positive 
reaction. Competition at exhibitions can be very high, many exhibitors will be giving away branded pens, mugs and mousemats 
which generally get buried at the bottom of a bag. but with a stressball you can see people walking around the halls, squeezing 
your product, because it’s tactile, comfortable and irresistible. this ensures your brand and message stays with them long after 
your introduction.

great for health, activity and youth-
related promotions. this high impact 
character can be used in youth 
employment or training programmes.

everyone from drain cleaning to auto 
repair companies can use this. any 
business that employs vans or delivers 
goods or mobile services can get their 
number and message printed on both 
sides as well as the roof - so 3 print 
possibilities!

this can be used anywhere - the 
rounded corners make the shape fit 
nicely in the hand, and of course you 
get the 6 print position options.

talk to your business gift supplier to get Samples of the Uk made Stressballs.

the X man

the transit van

the dice

when will yoUr business 
need stressballs?
•	 exhibition	/	trade	shows	

•	 mail	shots

•	 product	launch	

•	 change	of	phone	number

•	 new	web	/	business	address	

•	 new	business

•	 marketing	a	service	

•	 brand	reinforcement	

•	 new	brand	identity

•	 educating	sensitive	topics

the workhorse of the industry. balls 
can be used anywhere by anyone, 
are always in stock and can be made 
quickly in any pantone colour. 
2 print positions.

the ball
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case study: beetle including packaging

how they USed stressballs

what leaves even more of an impression on customers than high quality 
stressballs? High quality stressballs in branded packaging. that’s exactly 
what this customer wanted when they discovered we offer full colour printed 
bespoke boxes. this means that when it comes to getting the most out of your 
introduction to a potential new customer, the marketing message and brand 
identity is hugely increased. the stress product can be custom designed to your 
own shape, pantone coloured and printed with your logo and details. packaging 
your stressball adds extra value to your marketing campaign by allowing you to 
reinforce your identity, include extra information, cross sell your products, while at 
the same time appear to be a retail product of considerable value.

these are great for up to 4 print 
positions. lots of companies have 

sponsorship relationships with clubs, 
and it’s always great to run a promotion 

when a major competition is on.

burt is a character we launched as a 
generic cartoon figure. like the X man 
he stands up on the desk generating 
interest from passers-by in the office.

like the dice you have 6 print positions - 
the square face can give more size and 

flexibility for artwork layouts. good for 
companies promoting a range of services, 

they can also be used to get messages 
across on in-house training days. two 

sizes available - 50mm and 65mm.

this is hugely useful for creative industries 
(the lightbulb moment). design companies, 

advertising agencies, software companies can 
all use this. definitely a bright idea!

rugby ball

burt

the cube

the lightbulb
with our special flexible transfer prints you get 
pantone matched logos, multi colour printing, and 
prints that won’t rub off!“ “
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Create a truly 
individual marketing 
Campaign...with a custom stressball
Custom stressballs can make your product launch or trade show memorable, punching your message home with a shape that 
clearly identifies your product or service and separates you from your competitors – the flexibility of design means you can have 
novel unique ideas whenever you want – at a sensible cost.

fast delivery
even special shapes can be with you in 2-3 weeks

competitively priced 
for quality and speed on special shapes we cannot be beaten 
on price for this service.

no harmful substances
all our products are free from life threatening cadmium and 
dangerous phthalates which are banned chemicals in the eU.

high quality
the only soft memory foam stressballs available. pantone 
matching and full colour prints which don’t rub off.

pre-production sampling
we can mould and print your stressball (including custom 
shapes) before production so you can be sure your product is 
going to do everything you want.

all our stressballs conform to 
european toy safety regulations“ “

5 reasons why yoU ShoUld ChooSe a uk 
made stressball over a ChineSe import.
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case study: an unmakeable shape makeable!

how they USed stressballs

what yoU get from the uk manufacturer...
dealing with the Uk manufacturer is the easiest way to buy custom made stressballs. no long lead times, no quality issues, 
no prints rubbing off, no delays and no misunderstandings.

we explain the process clearly and in most cases we’ll send free 3d visuals of what your finished product will look like so 
you can feel confident taking your enquiry with us further. everything from Cad, tool making, production & printing is done 
in-house which gives us the control to provide you the best product & service.

trying to explain what your business does so as not to lose the attention of 
your audience is a tricky skill. trying to do this and explain the benefits of your 
product, especially if new to the market is even trickier. that was the task for this 
company who had launched a highly intelligent submersible vehicle for use 
in the offshore oil & gas industry. an rov (remotely operated vehicle) 
is often an aluminium cage with a buoyancy system attached to the 
top, inside the cage is all its necessary hydraulics, sensors, cables 
etc. to make a stress shape as an exact replica of this would not 
have been possible, but our full colour transfer printing and spray 
painting service made a very complex shape now do-able with 
great results. being able to print fine detail within a tight registration 
was crucial to making this machine look more realistic. this hand 
held tactile product could now be used as a talking point to explain 
their story succinctly when face to face with customers.

lead time for a special 
shape is approx 3 weeks – 
sometimes quicker!“ “
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struggling for ideas? here’s a selection of standard stress shapes available.

bUildingS 
house
brick
canary	wharf
cube
pyramid
hard	hat
spanner
pebble
hammer
stepping	stone
kerb	stone

food 
egg
smartie
apple
banana	
potato
orange	
lemon
chocolate	bar
lime
cup	cake
loaf
ring	pull	can
doughnut
grapefruit	
kiwi
muffin	

tooth
foot
love	heart
kidney
prostate
bronchial	tube
blood	cell
brain
test	tube
filter
stent
dental	glue
capsule
pill
head
vertebra
nose
fat	belly	
bug
hand
male	torso
female	torso
liver
bottom
legs
breasts
cigarette	packets

mediCal
euro	coin
euro	note
pound	sign
letter	a
letter	e
asterix
@	symbol
globe
ballot	box
number	1
number	5	
number	4
letter	y
letter	Q

indUStry

armchair
old	computer
traditional	phone
bayonet	lightbulb
screw	lightbulb
mobile	phone
book	/	diary
alarm	clock
palm	pad
wrist	rest
printer
hand	grip	
pc	mouse
radio

offiCe

love	heart
ball
cube
smartie
rugby
armchair
capsule
wobbler
pound	sign
light	bulb
lemon
burt	man	
globe	ball

beStSellerS

fish	
penguin
whale	
dolphin
duck	
wave

Sealife

cow	
sheep
frog
duck
bull	
pig
gorilla	
2d	bugs
penguin
elephant	
pigeon

animalS

alarm	clock
bayonet	lightbulb
car	battery
energy	saving	lightbulb
french	plug
fridge	freezer
mobile	phone
mouse
old	computer
printer
screw	lightbulb
traditional	phone
washing	machine

eleCtriCal

rugby	ball
panel	football
american	football
round	ball
pentagon	ball
smartie
t-shirt
basketball
golf	ball
bowling	ball
boxing	glove
shuttlecock
ski	boot
cricket	bat
baseball
tennis	ball
hockey	puck
discus

Sport
cone
dice
cube	
pillow
globe
toilet	roll
bottle
burt	man
space	hopper
gas	flame
air	freshener
goose	egg
pebble
pyramid
skull
russian	doll
spook
star
grave	stone
lips
xmen
washing	machine
garage
bollard
foot	print
beer	belly
diving	helmet

miSCellaneoUS
train
car
twin	Jet
van
tractor
speed	camera
scissor	lift
train	carriage
citroen	car
frog	eyed	car
ship	
tanker	lorry
bug	car
car	battery	
fuel	can
Jet
beetle	car
tyre
submarines
pump
air	bus	
double	decker	bus
corsa
astra
sat	nav
tram
ferrari	car

tranSport

iS yoUr promotional merchandise safe?

pUt yoUr addreSS label here

when warner bros legal department in the U.S requested that they needed full 
disclosure on the content and ethical background of their promotional merchandise, 
their gift supplier approached us for help. warner’s had two problems. one was 
reliability of supply, they were buying on a regular basis for specific campaigns 
all across the US and goods were persistently arriving late. the second was that 
their legal department were concerned about scares involving pigments and 
plasticisers in Chinese products, and they couldn’t get compliance certificates 
that they trusted. a certificate of compliance is fast becoming the hot “must have” 
in company legal departments across the world, where they require assurances 
from suppliers about minimal environmental impact, fair trade conditions and non 
toxic chemical content. fortunately, all Uk manufactured stressballs are free from 
e.U. banned chemicals. life threatening cadmium and phthalates are absolutely 
forbidden in any european manufacturing. we are non toxic, non allergenic, are 
guaranteed no latex and do not contain ozone depleting CfC’s.

uk made stressballs are 
manufactured under eu trade 
regulations and conform to en71. 

Certificates of Conformity are available 
on request

how they USed stressballs

case study: litigation conscious corporations

talk to your business gift supplier to get Samples of the Uk made Stressballs.


